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Abstract 4 

The Middle to Later Stone Age transition is a critical period of human behavioral change that 5 

has been variously argued to pertain to the emergence of modern cognition, substantial 6 

population growth, and major dispersals of Homo sapiens within and beyond Africa. 7 

However, there is little consensus about when the transition occurred, the geographic 8 

patterning of its emergence, or even how it is manifested in stone tool technology that is used 9 

to define it. Here we examine a long sequence of lithic technological change at the cave site 10 

of Panga ya Saidi, Kenya, that spans the Middle and Later Stone Age and includes human 11 

occupations in each of the last five Marine Isotope Stages. In addition to the stone artifact 12 

technology, Panga ya Saidi preserves osseous and shell artifacts enabling broader 13 

considerations of the covariation between different spheres of material culture. Several 14 

environmental proxies contextualize the artifactual record of human behavior at Panga ya 15 

Saidi. We compare technological change between the Middle and Later Stone Age to on-site 16 

paleoenvironmental manifestations of wider climatic fluctuations in the Late Pleistocene. The 17 

principal distinguishing feature of Middle from Later Stone Age technology at Panga ya Saidi 18 

is the preference for fine-grained stone, coupled with the creation of small flakes 19 

(miniaturization). Our review of the Middle to Later Stone Age transition elsewhere in 20 

eastern Africa and across the continent suggests that this broader distinction between the two 21 

periods is in fact widespread. We suggest that the Later Stone Age represents new short use-22 

life and multi-component ways of using stone tools, in which edge sharpness was prioritized 23 

over durability.  24 

 25 
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1. Introduction 28 

The Middle to Later Stone Age transition is a major threshold of human behavioral 29 

complexity, with the Later Stone Age (LSA) representing the last pan-African phase of 30 

prehistoric human behavior (Ambrose, 2002; Barton et al., 2016; Grove and Blinkhorn, 2020; 31 

MacDonald, 1997; Tryon, 2019; Villa et al., 2012; Will et al., 2019a). The Middle Stone Age 32 

(MSA) emerges from the Acheulean ~300 ka (Brooks et al., 2018; Deino et al., 2018), 33 

broadly contemporaneous with the earliest known Homo sapiens fossils (Hublin et al., 2017), 34 

and is typically characterized by stone tool assemblages that combine Levallois technology 35 

and the use of diverse retouched flake tool kits, often with a focus on pointed tool production. 36 

In contrast, the LSA has been associated with the appearance of standardized bladelet 37 

production and backing (Goodwin and van Riet Lowe, 1929), as well as bipolar flaking (Eren 38 

et al., 2013; Villa et al., 2012) and increased use of exotic lithic materials (Ambrose, 2002). 39 

Although the phases were originally defined on the basis of stone tool technology (Goodwin 40 

and van Riet Lowe, 1929), some definitions incorporate other aspects of material culture 41 

(Tryon, 2019; Tryon and Faith, 2016), such as ostrich eggshell beads, small bone points, and 42 

notched bones for the LSA (d’Errico et al., 2012b; Diez-Martín et al., 2009). 43 

Changes in cognition, climate, population size and structure, social organization, and 44 

subsistence are variously invoked in explaining the MSA-LSA transition (Blome et al., 2012; 45 

Klein, 2002; Mellars et al., 2013; Powell et al., 2009; Tryon and Faith, 2016). These 46 

parameters and their relationship to Late Pleistocene material culture have been examined 47 

across Africa (Barton et al., 2016; Douka et al., 2014; Niang et al., 2018; Tryon et al., 2018), 48 

but with considerable emphasis placed upon southern Africa due to the large number of well-49 

dated, rich archaeological assemblages there (d’Errico et al., 2012a; Mackay, 2010; Mitchell, 50 
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1994). Technological and cultural changes during the Late Pleistocene of eastern Africa are 51 

receiving increasing attention, in part because the region was likely a key nexus in the 52 

migration of H. sapiens beyond Africa (Groucutt et al., 2015). There is, however, 53 

considerable variance in the reported timing of LSA origins across eastern Africa (Tryon, 54 

2019), with estimates of over 50 ka in the Rift Valley sites Enkapune ya Muto (Ambrose, 55 

1998), Olduvai Gorge (Skinner et al., 2003), and Mumba (Gliganic et al., 2012), contrasting 56 

with MSA ages of less than 40 ka at sites in Ethiopia (Ossendorf et al., 2019; Pleurdeau et al., 57 

2014).  58 

Eastern Africa’s lake records provide a regional perspective on the environmental 59 

background of the MSA-LSA transition that document substantial variability in precipitation 60 

across the Late Pleistocene (Lane et al., 2013). Such variability would have had major 61 

impacts on the structure and extent of grasslands, woodland, and forests throughout the Late 62 

Pleistocene, as well as the mammalian fauna they supported (Faith et al., 2015; Tryon et al., 63 

2010). However, the majority of archaeological and paleoenvironmental evidence from 64 

eastern Africa is derived from the interior (Roberts et al., 2020). This has led to the late MSA 65 

and early LSA, as well as human dispersals out of Africa, being associated with expanding 66 

savannah grasslands (Tryon and Faith, 2016), with the innovation of efficient projectile 67 

technologies providing major benefits in the hunting of large mammalian fauna (Shea and 68 

Sisk, 2010). Higher latitude maritime habitats in southern Africa are thought to have provided 69 

plentiful high-protein and fatty marine resources for Late Pleistocene innovation and 70 

dispersal (Jerardino and Marean, 2010; Marean, 2011; Will et al., 2019b), although this is yet 71 

to be observed in an eastern African context. Evidence from high altitude, high latitude, 72 

tropical forest, and desert settings suggests that Late Pleistocene H. sapiens had highly varied 73 

environmental associations (Roberts et al., 2020; Roberts and Stewart, 2018), necessitating 74 

more context-specific approaches to technological change. 75 
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Here we examine, in detail, the stone artifact sequence from Panga ya Saidi, a stratified 76 

cave site 15 km from the coast of Kenya (Fig. 1) and ~500 km east of the Rift Valley. The 77 

cave site is unique in eastern Africa in having a punctuated but relatively continuous 78 

archaeological sequence spanning the last ~78 ka, including occupations in each of the last 79 

five Marine Isotope Stages (MIS), as well as complementary paleoenvironmental and 80 

occupation intensity proxies. The Panga ya Saidi sequence covers the final MSA and early 81 

LSA, presenting an opportunity to examine trajectories across these two phases, and, 82 

importantly, includes the oldest assemblage with LSA characteristics currently known in 83 

eastern Africa, dating to ~67 ka (Shipton et al., 2018). Moreover, the site is situated today 84 

within a narrow band of tropical forest in coastal Kenya, enabling assessment of the 85 

environmental and subsistence associations of MSA and LSA producing populations, in a 86 

habitat not frequently addressed by other studies (Basell, 2008; Blome et al., 2012). The site 87 

has also yielded biomolecular data on fauna and ancient DNA on human remains, allowing 88 

assessment of biological exchanges and genetic ancestry respectively (Prendergast et al., 89 

2017; Skoglund et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2020). Here, we analyze the lithic technological 90 

sequence to determine the timing and persistence of key changes, and contextualize them in 91 

relation to changes in other artifact types (d'Errico et al., 2020), local ecology (Roberts et al., 92 

2020), and the wider discussion of drivers of Late Pleistocene technological changes in 93 

Africa. Through focusing on the lithics we are also able to compare Panga ya Saidi more 94 

broadly with sites that lack organic preservation and environmental proxies (Blinkhorn and 95 

Grove, 2018; Grove and Blinkhorn, 2020). Against this backdrop of environmental proxies 96 

and organic artifacts, we aim to provide a stone artifact-based definition of what constitutes 97 

the LSA at Panga ya Saidi, allowing others to determine how widely applicable our model is 98 

elsewhere in Africa. 99 

 100 
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1.1. Identifying the Middle to Later Stone Age technological transition in eastern Africa 101 

Despite the importance of the MSA-LSA transition, definitions of both these broad 102 

technocomplexes are contentious. General characterizations of MSA and LSA lithics, as 103 

presented above, offer a useful means to understand the wider structures of changing 104 

behavior in the past. However, they are less adept at examining behavioral change in higher 105 

resolution as they compress considerable variability in the archaeological record (Pargeter et 106 

al., 2018; Pleurdeau, 2005; Tryon, 2019; Tryon and Faith, 2013). Indeed, neither the MSA 107 

nor LSA has been readily defined by the ubiquitous presence of a single attribute in all 108 

assemblages; rather, they are polythetic entities composed of assemblages with overlapping 109 

constellations of key attributes (Lombard et al., 2012; Grove and Blinkhorn, 2020).  110 

Definitions and descriptions of key MSA and LSA artifact types are provided in the 111 

Supplementary Online Material (SOM) S1. A recent quantitative study of the eastern African 112 

MSA has identified Levallois reduction methods, discoidal cores, retouched points, scrapers 113 

and denticulates as key typological components of stone tool assemblages (Blinkhorn and 114 

Grove, 2018). Studies of early LSA industries in eastern Africa have identified the dominant 115 

use of bipolar technology (Eren et al., 2013; Tryon and Faith, 2016) and the appearance of 116 

prismatic blade production and backed geometric pieces (Ambrose, 1998; Grove and 117 

Blinkhorn, 2020), which are also used to define early LSA industries in central (Mercader 118 

and Brooks, 2001), western (Cornelissen, 2003), and southern (Bousman and Brink, 2018; 119 

Goodwin and van Riet Lowe, 1929) Africa.  120 

Importantly, the use of typological attributes to differentiate MSA and LSA industries is 121 

complicated by the presence of characteristic LSA types including bipolar technology, blade 122 

production, and backing within MSA assemblages (Blinkhorn and Grove, 2018; Tryon and 123 

Faith, 2013), and the persistence of MSA types, such as Levallois technologies, within LSA 124 

assemblages (Shipton et al., 2018; Tryon et al., 2018). The southern African MSA-LSA 125 
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transition differs from that of eastern Africa in this respect, with the former broadly 126 

characterized by an abandonment of hemispheric flake production systems (e.g., Levallois, 127 

discoidal) and the predominance of bipolar and prismatic bladelet technologies that were only 128 

ephemerally present in the later MSA (Soriano et al., 2007; Villa et al., 2012). Proportional 129 

rather than categorical change may be a better way of characterizing the technological 130 

changes of the MSA-LSA transition (Tryon, 2019; Tryon et al., 2018), although identifying 131 

suitable proportional thresholds may not be straightforward.  132 

A further trait change that has been used to define the MSA-LSA transition is the use of 133 

alternate rock types, in particular siliceous and exotic stone (Ambrose, 2012; Leakey et al., 134 

1972; Shipton et al., 2018). Pargeter and Shea (2019) have emphasized size reduction in 135 

siliceous lithics as a major trend through time, and noted that in eastern Africa this size 136 

change appears decoupled from patterns of artifact typology. Some eastern African studies 137 

have highlighted a decrease in artifact size as a means to discriminate between MSA and 138 

LSA assemblages (Brandt and Gresham, 1990; Leakey et al., 1972; Shipton et al., 2018). In 139 

southern Africa, a tendency to produce small stone artifacts is also evident in early LSA 140 

assemblages, such as at Border Cave (Villa et al., 2012), Rose Cottage Cave and 141 

Uhmlatuzana (McCall and Thomas, 2009), and Erb Tanks (McCall et al., 2011).  142 

Modeling of the formation of lithic artifact assemblages indicates particular traits track 143 

hominin mobility. In situations of high mobility there should be a need to resharpen tools 144 

through retouching more frequently; since flaking is taking place at multiple locations, 145 

artifact density at any individual site will be low, but the proportion of cores relative to flakes 146 

will be high; there may also be investment in more formal technology to maximize the use-147 

life of cores and generate more predictable flake products; and there will likely be greater 148 

proportions of more distantly sourced materials (Barton and Riel-Salvatore, 2014; Kuhn, 149 

1992, 1994; Parry and Kelly, 1987; Wallace and Shea, 2006). Conversely, in situations of 150 
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low mobility, there should be low proportions of cores and retouched flakes, high proportions 151 

of local material, high artifact density, and less formal technology. These different 152 

expectations in regards to mobility are sometimes dichotomized as person provisioning, in 153 

which artifacts are curated by mobile individuals; and place provisioning, in which local 154 

material is knapped at a frequently used site. 155 

Differences in the presence-absence or proportional representation of alternate lithic 156 

technologies, types, materials, and size, together offer useful indices to identify changes in 157 

behavior associated with the MSA-LSA transition. However, the isolated appearance of any 158 

one of these features may be insufficient grounds to identify a substantive change in 159 

behavior. Rather, there is a need to not only identify the nature and timing of these changes, 160 

but also the constellations of other features in which they occur, and their persistence in the 161 

archaeological record.  162 

The appearance of a new technological behavior at a site may result from independent 163 

innovation, cultural diffusion, or demic expansion (e.g. Archer et al., 2021; Bousman and 164 

Brink, 2018; Powell et al., 2009). Explaining why the transition from the MSA to LSA 165 

occurred in a given context thus requires reference to the potential significance of local 166 

demography and ecology. Panga ya Saidi offers a combination of dated archaeological 167 

assemblages spanning the Late Pleistocene that are associated with a rich paleoenvironmental 168 

archive and several proxies for occupation intensity (Roberts et al., 2020; Shipton et al., 169 

2018). These allow for the examination of directional patterns in behavioral change across the 170 

MSA-LSA transition. 171 

The present study investigates diachronic variability in lithic indicators of the MSA and 172 

LSA in the Panga ya Saidi sequence. These indicators include Levallois reduction, a key 173 

element of MSA industries, and the appearance of artifact types indicative of LSA 174 

technologies, including backing, bipolar and prismatic blade reduction. A further goal of the 175 
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analysis is to explore the phenomenon of lithic miniaturization, the preferential creation of 176 

small fine-grained (highly siliceous or cryptocrystalline) lithics (Pargeter, 2016). 177 

Miniaturization was proposed by Shipton et al. (2018) to be a key feature distinguishing the 178 

LSA from the MSA assemblages at Panga ya Saidi, so we record rock type, a number of 179 

lithic size parameters, as well as indices of reduction intensity. We also ascertain through 180 

surveys the degree to which different rock types represent local or distal provisioning. We 181 

examine these lithic variables alongside the environmental sequence to determine which 182 

aspects of technology may be related to adaptation to changing environments, and which 183 

aspects are less contingent on behavioral trends.  184 

 185 

1.2. Site and environment 186 

Panga ya Saidi is a large cave complex in the Jurassic Kambe limestone formation 187 

(Caswell, 1956) that forms the Dzitsoni ridge running parallel to the coast. Overlying the 188 

limestone in many places is the Margarini Sands formation: a diachronous deposit of bright 189 

red sands and ferrallitic soils that may date from the Late Pliocene to the Late Pleistocene 190 

(Caswell, 1956; Oosterom, 1988). The gently sloping surface extending east of the Dzitsoni 191 

ridge between the altitudes of 110 and 60 m, was formed on Upper Jurassic to Lower 192 

Cretaceous yellow shales, marls, limestones, sandstones, and cherty mudstones, grading 193 

upwards into fossiliferous shales (Caswell, 1956; Gregory, 1921).  194 

The main excavation at Panga ya Saidi is located just inside the east entrance to the cave 195 

(Fig. 2A). A single, contiguous excavation has been undertaken across four field seasons 196 

(2010, 2011, 2013, 2017), with individual interventions labelled as Trenches 1 and 3-8 (SOM 197 

Fig. S1). A second, non-contiguous excavation was undertaken elsewhere at the site (Trench 198 

2; Fig. 2A), from which no material is included in this study. To estimate sediment volume, 199 

filled 10 L buckets of sediment from each excavation context were counted. The bulk of 200 
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excavated material was dry sieved on site through a 5 mm2 mesh. 60 L samples from each 201 

layer of Trenches 1, 3, and 4, as well as total samples of smaller features, were floated and 202 

wet sieved off-site through a 1 mm2 mesh. In total for Trenches 1, 3, and 4, 14.4% (1868 L) 203 

of the excavated sample was wet sieved. 204 

The Panga ya Saidi sequence is comprised of 19 layers, which, except for Layers 7 and 12, 205 

are continuous across the main excavation and thus consistent between trenches. Layers are 206 

numbered from top to bottom, with Layer 1 dated to the last 0.5 ka while Layer 19 is 207 

estimated to have been deposited >78 ka (Fig. 2B; Shipton et al., 2018). Conjoining of 208 

ancient lithic artifact breaks within layers (SOM Fig. S2) and the presence of laterally 209 

traceable ash and other paleofloor deposits (from Layer 13 upwards) testify to the 210 

stratigraphic integrity of the site. The layers form the basic unit for the following analyses, 211 

with excavation contexts from each trench assigned to a layer. Three new radiocarbon dates 212 

from the 2017 excavation are reported here, in addition to the 21 radiocarbon and optically 213 

stimulated luminescence (OSL) ages reported in Shipton et al. (2018; see Tables 1 and 2). 214 

The new ages were calibrated with OxCal 4.4 (Bronk Ramsey, 2009) and the Intcal20 215 

calibration curve (Reimer et al., 2020). These ages show that Layer 7 dates to the Last Glacial 216 

Maximum (LGM), and confirm the latest Pleistocene age of Layer 5 and the early Holocene 217 

age of Layer 4. For the ages of Layers 8–18 reported throughout this article we use the 218 

Bayesian model from Shipton et al. (2018) and the centroid of the modelled layers or layer 219 

boundaries. The critical transition in the Panga ya Saidi sequence, suggested to represent the 220 

transition from MSA to LSA, was across Layers 17 and 16, with this layer boundary dated to 221 

between 72 and 67 ka (Shipton et al., 2018). A sharp decrease in χlf paleomagnetic values in 222 

the upper part of Layer 17 likely corresponds to the climatic change of the MIS 5–4 transition 223 

(Shipton et al., 2018).  224 

 225 
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2. Materials and methods 226 

The Panga ya Saidi lithics are curated at the National Museum of Kenya (NMK) in 227 

Nairobi. The lithics are stored under the site code PYS with three-digit excavation context 228 

numbers—the first of which denotes the trench. Letter suffixes denote subdivisions of thicker 229 

contexts. 230 

The lithics analyzed here derive principally from contiguous Trenches 1, 3, and 4, as these 231 

trenches have been subject to the most comprehensive paleoenvironmental analyses 232 

undertaken so far (Roberts et al., 2020; Shipton et al., 2018). Additional information on 233 

lithics is also included from contiguous Trenches 5–8 to increase sample size for some 234 

analyses. 235 

For several analyses of particular lithic classes, layers are grouped according to age to 236 

increase sample size, consistent with their grouping for faunal analysis by Roberts et al. 237 

(2020) to ensure compatibility of the analyses. Layer groupings are as follows: 19–17 (78–72 238 

ka, late MIS 5), 16–13 (67–54 ka, MIS 4), 12–11 (54–48 ka, early MIS 3), 10 (48–40 ka, mid 239 

MIS 3), 9 (40–29 ka, late MIS 3), 8–7 (29–20 ka, LGM), 6–5 (14.5 ka, latest Pleistocene), 4 240 

(8 ka, middle Holocene), and 3–1 (1–0.5 ka, late Holocene).  241 

Three stone types were predominantly used for making lithics at Panga ya Saidi: quartz, 242 

limestone, and chert. To determine the local distribution of these materials, we conducted a 243 

targeted survey in a 10 km radius around the cave. We used geological maps (Caswell, 1956) 244 

and satellite imagery to provide an overview of the major geomorphic features of the area, 245 

then focused on high-potential areas identified by local people who had in-depth knowledge 246 

of the landscape and were familiar with the types of stone used for artifact manufacture at 247 

Panga ya Saidi.  248 

The flaked stone artifacts from Panga ya Saidi were first classified, counted, and weighed 249 

according to rock type and fundamental technological class: cores, debitage (including 250 
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complete flakes, broken flakes, and indeterminate pieces), retouched flakes. The data 251 

presented here for the count and classification includes the material from all four seasons of 252 

excavation at Panga ya Saidi, and allows us to determine if the previously identified pattern 253 

in rock type selection (Shipton et al., 2018) holds with the larger sample size provided by 254 

Trenches 5–8. Lithic density by layer was calculated in two ways: firstly, by dividing the 255 

total number of lithics for each layer by the volume of excavated sediment; secondly, by 256 

dividing total lithic weight by the volume of sediment excavated. Measuring density in these 257 

ways allows for comparisons between assemblages where fewer longer cutting edges on 258 

heavier artifacts were performing cutting tasks with those where many shorter cutting edges 259 

on lighter artifacts were used. At Panga ya Saidi this is important given the reported 260 

difference in artifact size between Layers 19-17 and 16-1 (Shipton et al., 2018).   261 

The 5 mm2 sieve mesh biases the assemblage against very small flakes (3–4 mm long) that 262 

are known to occur in miniaturized assemblages elsewhere (Maloney et al., 2018; Pargeter, 263 

2016; Shipton et al., 2019). To test for miniaturization down to these small flake sizes, we 264 

recorded mean debitage weight separately for those flakes that were recovered from the 1 265 

mm2 wet sieve from Trenches 1, 3, and 4.  266 

Variables were recorded to distinguish between different reduction strategies, in particular 267 

Levallois and prismatic blade, which have been central to definitions of MSA and LSA 268 

technology respectively. Details of these standardized qualitative and metric attributes are 269 

presented in SOM S2. Cores and their main platforms were assigned to types, and the number 270 

of blade scars on each core was counted. Flake platforms and dorsal scar patterns were 271 

similarly assigned to types. Flake axial (box) length and medial width were measured to 272 

calculate elongation and determine whether there was systematic production of blades. The 273 

presence of any platform preparation on cores and flakes was noted. Flakes with crushed 274 

platforms and terminations were classified as bipolar, while elongate (longer than they are 275 
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wide) flat flakes with prepared platforms and <10% cortex were classified as Levallois. To 276 

elucidate the size and form of retouched flakes these were assigned to types, and their length, 277 

width, and thickness were measured. To explore the impact of reduction on flake size two 278 

measures of reduction intensity were used: the percentage of cortex coverage was estimated 279 

to the nearest 10%; and the number of scars struck prior to the flake itself (i.e., not initiated 280 

from nor struck onto, the ventral surface) were counted and divided by the product of axial 281 

(box) length and medial width (Dogandžić et al., 2015), to calculate the scar density index 282 

(SDI; Clarkson, 2013).  283 

The above variables were recorded on all cores and retouched flakes from Trenches 1, 3, 284 

and 4, but due to the high volume of debitage, these variables were only recorded on 285 

limestone and chert flakes larger than 25 mm and quartz flakes larger than 20 mm from 286 

Trench 4. Trench 4 was chosen as it is the only trench that samples the entire vertical profile 287 

of the sequence, giving us a technological perspective on unretouched larger flakes 288 

throughout the occupation history of Panga ya Saidi. Two different size thresholds were used 289 

as quartz flakes are in general much smaller than chert and limestone. Using different cut-offs 290 

samples comparable proportions of all three materials, rather than biasing towards one 291 

material or the others. The rationale behind examining larger flakes is that these tend to 292 

preserve relatively higher numbers of previous flake scars on their larger surface area, and, 293 

while they are biased towards the earlier stages of reduction, concomitant analysis of the 294 

cores provides information on the final removals of the reduction sequence. The handful of 295 

flakes on materials other than limestone, quartz, or chert, were all measured. To increase the 296 

sample size of one key but rare artifact type, we also measured all Levallois flakes from 297 

Trenches 5–8.  298 

The transition from the MSA to the LSA at Panga ya Saidi was identified, on the basis of 299 

miniaturization, across Layers 17 to 16 (72–67 ka; Shipton et al., 2018). Given the 300 
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importance of these two layers, all artifacts from Layers 17 and 16 were weighed, and axial 301 

length, medial width, and medial thickness were measured on all complete flakes (including 302 

those from Trenches 5–8). To further expand the sample size either side of this transition, all 303 

debitage pieces from Layers 15 and 18 were also individually weighed. 304 

Our aim with this analysis is to examine the critical Layer 17–16 transition in detail and 305 

place it in long-term context by examining material selection, lithic size, and technology 306 

throughout the sequence. We use a combination of parametric and non-parametric statistics, 307 

depending on sample size and distribution of the variables in question, to test for significant 308 

differences between artifact population central tendencies. In particular, we use equal and 309 

unequal variances t-tests (for two large normal populations), Mann-Whitney U tests (for two 310 

small and/or non-normal populations), one-way ANOVAs (for testing between three or more 311 

large normal populations), and Kruskall-Wallis tests (for testing between three or more small 312 

or non-normal populations). A general linear model (GLM) is used to explore the effects of 313 

both quantitative and qualitative variables on reduction intensity. We use chi-square tests to 314 

determine if differences in the proportion of qualitative variables are significant. Statistical 315 

tests were performed in SPSS (IBM Corp, 2017) and R (RCoreTeam, 2017).   316 

 317 

3. Results 318 

3.1. Local stone sources 319 

Here we describe the results of our lithic sourcing survey to provide the provisioning 320 

context for the stone artifacts described in subsequent sections. We focus on the three main 321 

rock types that comprise over 99% of lithic artifacts made by the Panga ya Saidi knappers: 322 

limestone, quartz, and chert.  323 

The Kambe limestone on the seaward (east) side of the Dzitsoni ridge, in which the cave 324 

occurs, is coraline and oolitic, making it unsuitable for knapping. However, on the landward 325 
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side of the ridge the limestone is non-fossiliferous, homogenous, and hard enough to be 326 

knapped into stone tools. These properties have also made this landward limestone facies 327 

attractive to intensive modern quarrying, so any traces of prehistoric activity there have been 328 

obliterated. The nearest of these modern quarries occurs 1.5 km WNW from Panga ya Saidi 329 

as-the-crow-flies (Fig. 3).  Limestone would have outcropped on the surface here and 330 

elsewhere along the west side of the ridge prior to quarrying (SOM Fig. S3). Clasts of this 331 

limestone facies on the surface often exceed 500 mm in maximum dimension.  332 

The inland part of the Magarini Formation that overlies the limestone in the vicinity of 333 

Panga ya Saidi consists of detrital material derived from all older lithified deposits; including 334 

well-rounded pebbles of limestone, sandstone, and various types of quartz, and abundant 335 

quartz sand. The Magarini Sands (Fig. 3) have undergone extensive ferralitic weathering, 336 

which has given them their characteristic red colour and resulted in deposits of 337 

iron/manganese pisoliths that are today mined by hand as iron ore. At such a mine about 0.7 338 

km south of Panga ya Saidi on the Dzitsoni ridge, there are piles of quartz pebbles that have 339 

been left as waste by the miners (SOM Fig. S3). The pebbles, which are up to ~50 mm in 340 

maximum dimension, include both the milky and clear crystal quartz varieties represented in 341 

the Panga ya Saidi lithics. Fresh artifacts, such as bipolar cores, also occur in the waste piles 342 

(SOM Fig. S4), indicating that this source of quartz was both available to, and exploited by, 343 

prehistoric populations. Another iron ore mining tail deposit of quartz pebbles with artifacts 344 

was located 3.5 km south of the cave, though there the pebbles were smaller and the artifacts 345 

less numerous.  346 

Within the shale beds that underlie the 60–110 m surface seawards of the cave (Fig. 3), 347 

small silicified nodules of mudstone (‘chert’) occur. These are green in color in the center, 348 

becoming yellowish near the cortex. An informal experiment indicated that when heated, this 349 

stone turns red, as is observed on some of the Panga ya Saidi lithics. Shales with these 350 
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siliceous mudstone nodules are exposed at modern road cuttings on the surface east of the 351 

Dzitsoni ridge, but their natural surface exposure is minimal. At the confluence of two 352 

seasonal stream tributaries of the Kilifi Creek, about 4.8 km from Panga ya Saidi, a meander 353 

has eroded into the shale beds on its outer bend, depositing numerous clasts of siliceous 354 

mudstone on the following inner bend (SOM Fig. S3). At this location, we found unmodified 355 

siliceous mudstone clasts up to ~100 mm in maximum dimension as well as several artifacts 356 

in both fresh and slightly rounded condition, including a Levallois core (SOM Fig. S4). No 357 

other chert/siliceous mudstone sources were encountered during survey. The chert of the 358 

Panga ya Saidi lithics is relatively homogenous in appearance, suggesting that it all derives 359 

from the same source. Given the scarcity of natural exposures of the shale beds, and the rarity 360 

of silicified nodules within them, it seems that this meander would have been the nearest 361 

reliable source of chert to Panga ya Saidi. The meander would have migrated during the 362 

course of the Late Pleistocene, but as it is close to the headwaters and just downstream from 363 

the confluence of two streams, we infer that its migration has been minimal. Upstream from 364 

this, the valleys are much smaller and lack extensive alluvial deposits. Notably, this potential 365 

chert source is in the direction of the Kilifi Creek lagoon, which at its nearest is about 8.6 km 366 

from Panga ya Saidi today. Across the landscape, including the Kilifi Creek, there would 367 

have been more fluvial incision during the low sea-level stand of MIS 2 which likely would 368 

have exposed and accumulated more chert nodules. 369 

Other rock types represented among the Panga ya Saidi lithics include quartzite, silcrete, 370 

and chalcedony. However, these occur in very low numbers: 46 pieces, 0.1% of the total 371 

assemblage.  Since no sources of these rock types were encountered in our survey of the 10 372 

km around the site, they are presumed to be exotic imports.  373 

An additional finding of the survey was the nearest permanent water source (in the present 374 

climatic conditions): a perennial river, 5.3 km northwards that feeds the Kilifi Creek. Due to 375 
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the porous nature of the Kambe limestone, surface water is unavailable in the vicinity of the 376 

cave in the dry season. Local residents testified that before wells were dug, people used to 377 

travel to collect water from this perennial river in the dry seasons.    378 

Limestone and quartz are common in parts of the landscape, with the nearest sources 1.5 379 

km north-westward and 0.7 km southward respectively. Chert is less abundant, with the 380 

nearest identified source 4.8 km north-eastward. The three main rock types used for artifact 381 

production at Panga ya Saidi are thus all local, but quartz and limestone were easier to access 382 

than chert.  383 

 384 

3.2. Lithic materials, frequency, and size 385 

In total, over the four seasons of excavation (Trenches 1 and 3–8), 46,434 lithic artifacts 386 

weighing 101.45 kg have been recovered from Panga ya Saidi. Discounting hammerstones, 387 

grindstones, and artifacts from intrusive contexts, we are left with a flaked assemblage of 388 

44,920 pieces attributed to the 19 layers (Table 3). The majority of these lithics by count are 389 

quartz (64.9%), followed by chert (23.5%) and limestone (11.5%), with a very small 390 

proportion of exotic pieces (0.1%). These rock types are unevenly distributed through the 391 

sequence with limestone dominant in the lower three Layers (17–19), while quartz and, to a 392 

lesser extent, chert are dominant for the remainder of the sequence (Layers 1–16; Fig. 4). A 393 

chi-square test showed that the difference in rock type frequency between Layers 17 and 16 394 

was significant at p < 0.00001 (n = 582, χ = 235.7).  395 

Lithic density peaks in Layers 19–18, 14, 12–11, and 8–7, while Layers 17–16 and Layers 396 

2–1 represent pronounced troughs in density (Table 3). Layers 1 and 2 date to the last 1000 397 

years when lithics were being replaced by iron in this part of the eastern African coast. The 398 

paucity of lithics in Layers 17 and 16, suggests that this was a time of low occupation 399 
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intensity. In particular, the upper 30 cm of Layer 17 contains very few lithics (n = 41), but 400 

their consistent presence suggests this may not have been a complete occupational hiatus.  401 

A further contrast between Layers 17 and 16 is the difference in debitage weight. Figure 5 402 

shows mean debitage (complete flakes, broken flakes, and indeterminate fragments) weight 403 

by layer, with relatively large lithics in Layers 19–17, a sharp drop between Layers 17 and 404 

16, and small lithics through the rest of the sequence. To test the significance of this pattern, 405 

we performed a t-test on individual artifact weights for all debitage from Layers 16 and 17. 406 

The results indicate a highly significant difference between the layers (Table 4). An obvious 407 

potential reason for this difference in weight is the difference in dominant rock types across 408 

the Layer 17–16 boundary, as limestone is available in much larger clasts than quartz and 409 

chert. To test for this, we conducted two individual t-tests on quartz and chert, and on 410 

limestone debitage (Table 4). The results show that there is no reduction in the size of 411 

limestone across this stratigraphic boundary, but quartz and chert artifacts in Layer 16 are 412 

significantly smaller than in Layer 17. Another possibility is that this difference in lithic size 413 

is driven by differences in rates of fracture. To test for this, we conducted t-tests of complete 414 

flake weights for all artifacts, and for quartz and chert only (Table 4). The tests showed 415 

significant differences in both cases indicating that the difference in artifact size across the 416 

Layer 17–16 boundary was not driven by differences in degree of artifact fragmentation.  417 

To test for the broader persistence of the reduction in size beyond the Layer 17–16 418 

transition itself, we included debitage weight from Layers 18 and 15 in the comparisons, with 419 

the results replicating the above patterns (Table 4). This broader sample was also able to 420 

show that when quartz and chert are considered separately, both as all debitage (Fig. 6) and 421 

complete flakes, there are significant differences in size across the Layer 17–16 transition 422 

(Table 4). We further looked at the difference in complete quartz and chert flake area (length 423 

× width) across the Layer 17–16 transition. An unequal variances t-test showed that this 424 
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difference was significant at p < 0.001 (df = 57.8, mean difference = 208.5 mm2, t = -4.242). 425 

Mean complete flake length (all materials) for Layer 17 is 26.17 ± 11.8 mm vs. 19.96 ± 6.42 426 

mm for Layer 16. Again, an unequal variances t-test showed that this difference was 427 

significant at p < 0.001 (df = 268.826, mean difference = 6.21 mm, t = 5.609).  428 

To test the effect of the missing fraction of very small flakes from the 5 mm2 dry sieve 429 

mesh, we examined mean debitage weight for the sample of lithics recovered from the wet 430 

sieving only (n = 8390), where mesh size was 1 mm2. The results (SOM Fig. S5) replicate the 431 

pattern shown in Fig. 5, but show an even more pronounced dichotomy in size with mean 432 

debitage weight >2 g for Layers 19-17 and <1 g for Layer 16 and above. 433 

At a time of very low artifact density across the Layer 17–16 boundary there was a 434 

significant shift from limestone to quartz and chert as the dominant materials, and a 435 

concomitant reduction in the size of chert and quartz artifacts (SOM Fig. S6). Both these 436 

attributes then persisted throughout the rest of the sequence. 437 

 438 

3.3 Core reduction 439 

There are 662 cores in the Panga ya Saidi assemblage, with their distribution by layer 440 

shown in Table 3 and Figure 7. Peaks in core frequency occur in Layers 16, 13–11, and 3–1, 441 

with a trough in Layer 17 (although it should be remembered that sample sizes are small for 442 

Layers 17 and 16).  443 

The 393 cores from Trenches 1, 3, and 4 were assigned to technological types (Fig. 8). 444 

There is a clear correspondence between the type of rock knapped and the reduction strategy 445 

used (Table 5). The great majority of cores are quartz, including nearly all of the assayed 446 

(tested, but not extensively flaked cores), bipolar (Fig. 9; SOM Fig. S7), and single-platform 447 

pieces. The more formal types, Levallois and prismatic, are typically made on chert. 448 

Limestone cores are rare, and several of those recovered are bipolar (Fig. 9). Limestone cores 449 
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have low SDI values, appearing to be markedly less reduced than the other two rock types, 450 

but the number of limestone cores is too small to test this statistically. A Mann-Whitney U 451 

test showed no significant difference in scar density between quartz and chert (n = 354, U = 452 

6473, p = 0.734). A one-way ANOVA test also showed no difference in scar density between 453 

core types (excluding assayed cores, which by definition have low scar densities, and 454 

prismatic cores, for which sample size was too small; df = 298, F = 1.883, p = 0.113).  455 

Several trends in the key core types are apparent in this data: Levallois cores occur at three 456 

points in the sequence, Layers 19, 12–10, and 6–1, separated by multiple layers of absence; 457 

prismatic cores also occur sporadically through the sequence in Layers 13, 8, and 4; bipolar 458 

cores are common from Layer 16 upwards, representing over half of the cores in Layers 16–459 

13 and 8–7; yet they are absent from Layer 10. The Levallois cores from the three parts of the 460 

sequence where they are represented are distinct: that from Layer 19 is large and centripetally 461 

flaked; in Layers 12–10 they are small centripetal pieces; and in Layers 6–1 they are larger 462 

with parallel flaking (Fig. 10).  463 

Low proportions of blade scars occur on cores from Layers 19–17 and 12–10, while there 464 

are peaks in Layers 16–13 and 8–4 (SOM Fig. S8), where prismatic blade cores also occur 465 

(Fig. 8; SOM Fig. S9). A Kruskall-Wallis test confirmed that there was significant 466 

heterogeneity between phases in the proportion of blade scars on cores (H = 22.302, df = 8, p 467 

= 0.004).  468 

 469 

3.4 Flakes 470 

A sample of 1094 large and exotic flakes were measured from Trench 4. As for cores, 471 

there is a clear correspondence between rock type and technology, with 53% of the large 472 

quartz flakes but none of the chert flakes being bipolar (Table 6). Conversely, 5% of the chert 473 

flakes are Levallois, while only a single quartz flake is of this type (SOM Fig. S10). 474 
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Excluding exotic pieces, flakes of chert, the highest quality local material, have the highest 475 

scar densities.  These are followed by quartz, then limestone, which comes in the largest 476 

packages with the least need to maximize productivity through increased reduction intensity 477 

(SOM Fig. S11). A one-way ANOVA test confirmed that these differences in SDI between 478 

rock types were significant (df = 777, F = 36.839, p < 0.001). Redirecting flakes to prolong 479 

the life of a core are more prevalent on chert than on the other materials (Table 6). Across the 480 

sequence, redirecting flakes are common from Layer 8 upwards, as well as in Layers 12–11, 481 

but are absent from Layer 9 (Table 6). 482 

Over one third of the large flakes are bipolar in Layers 16–13 and 8–7, those layers in 483 

which bipolar cores are particularly prevalent (Table 6). Bipolar flakes are also common in 484 

Layer 9; and notably, they are also present in Layers 19–17 and 10 where no bipolar cores are 485 

found. In Layers 19–17 however, bipolar flakes only constitute 2% of the large flake 486 

assemblage.  487 

Levallois flakes occur sporadically through much of the sequence, including Layers 16–13 488 

and 8–7 where there are no Levallois cores, but they are absent in Layer 9 (Table 6). 489 

Levallois flakes were most frequent in Layer 10 where the highest proportion of Levallois 490 

cores was recorded. Levallois products from different parts of the sequence were distinct: in 491 

Layers 19–17 Levallois flakes are large, while in the layers above they are much smaller, 492 

with examples of parallel sided blades in Layers 4 and 5 (Fig. 11). By including Levallois 493 

flakes from Trenches 5–8, we were able to statistically compare their dimensions between 494 

Layers 19–17 and higher up the sequence (SOM Fig. S12). The contrast in size is stark: 495 

Levallois flakes from Layers 19–17 are significantly longer, wider, and thicker, and with 496 

wider platforms than those from higher up (Table 7). 497 

In general, flake elongation is low in Layers 19–17, rises sharply in Layer 16, then drops 498 

in the middle of the sequence (Layers 13–9), before a modest rise in Layers 8–3 (SOM Figs. 499 
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S13 and S14). Unequal variances t-tests confirmed significant differences between Layers 500 

19–17 and 16–13, Layers 16–13 and 12–9, and Layers 12–9 and 8–1 (Table 8). Focusing on 501 

the early part of the sequence, a violin plot (Fig. 12) shows the difference in flake elongation 502 

between Layers 19–17 and Layers 16 to 12, with a unimodal distribution for the former, and a 503 

bimodal distribution, reflecting the addition of a blade component, in the latter.  504 

Platform types by layer(s) are shown in Table 9. Crushed platforms are particularly 505 

prevalent in Layers 16–13 and 8–7 as a consequence of bipolar flaking. Both overhang 506 

removal and facetting are evident throughout the sequence. These platform preparation 507 

techniques are concentrated on the higher quality chert and exotic stone; they occur 508 

sporadically on limestone and rarely on quartz. There are high levels of platform preparation 509 

in Layers 19–17, 12–10, and 6–1, which feature the formal technologies of Levallois or 510 

prismatic blades. Conversely, there are low levels of platform preparation in Layers 16–13 511 

and 9–7, where the less formal bipolar technique dominates. 512 

Dorsal scar patterns were grouped into the following categories: cortical, parallel 513 

(comprising proximal, distal, and bidirectional patterns), and non-parallel (comprising lateral, 514 

orthogonal, and radial patterns). Table 10 shows a high proportion of non-parallel flaking in 515 

Layers 19–17; a high proportion of parallel flaking in Layers 16–13; low proportions of 516 

cortical flakes and relatively high proportions of non-parallel flaking in Layers 12–10; high 517 

proportions of cortical flakes in Layers 9–7; and high proportions of parallel flaking in Layers 518 

6–1. A chi-square test showed the difference between these five groups to be highly 519 

significant (χ = 36.247, p < 0.001). 520 

Even for flakes longer than 25 mm, complete pieces from Layers 19–17 were significantly 521 

larger in area (axial length × medial width) than those from both the immediately overlying 522 

layers 16–13 (df = 252.191, mean difference = 667 mm2, t = 10.442, p < 0.001), and the 523 
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entire overlying sequence (df = 224.67, mean difference = 385 mm2, t = 6.419, p < 0.001) 524 

(Table 5).  525 

The difference in large flake size may be partially explained by reduction intensity. Flakes 526 

from Layers 19–17 have less cortex than any of the succeeding phases until the Holocene 527 

(Table 6; SOM Fig. S15), indicating that lower reduction intensity is unlikely to be driving 528 

the difference in large flake size. However, Layers 19–17 also have relatively low SDI values 529 

compared with many of the other phases. This likely reflects the larger initial clast sizes of 530 

the limestone dominant in this phase of occupation, as larger clasts will have a higher cortex 531 

to volume ratio, so more non-cortical flakes can be produced for a given degree of reduction 532 

intensity (Table 6; SOM Fig. S15). To explore the effect of reduction intensity on flake size, 533 

a Mann-Whitney U test compared the SDI of flakes longer than 25 mm (Table 6) from Layers 534 

19–17 with that of flakes from the overlying sequence. The test suggests that the relatively 535 

low scar density in Layers 19–17 is not markedly different from that in the layers above (n = 536 

693, U = 40052.5, p = 0.16). When limestone flakes, which are significantly less reduced, 537 

were removed, there is no difference between Layers 19–17 and the rest of the lithic 538 

assemblage (n = 450, U = 7229.5, p = 0.766). To further explore the effect of reduction 539 

intensity, we conducted a GLM of the relationship between large flake weight and SDI with 540 

the layer grouping (19–17 vs. 16–1) and rock type as fixed factors. The analysis showed that 541 

there was a significant but weak relationship between SDI and weight (n = 689, F = 21.31, p 542 

< 0.001, R2 = 0.18), with a significant but weak effect of rock type (F = 8.85, p < 0.001, 543 

partial H2 = 0.038), and no effect of layer grouping (F = 1.105, p = 0.294, partial H2 = 0.002). 544 

This indicates that smaller flakes do occur when reduction intensity is higher, but the limited 545 

effect is driven partly by differences in material and not by differences between layer groups.  546 

 547 

3.5 Retouched flakes 548 
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Only 228 (<1%) of the 44,920 lithics from Panga ya Saidi are retouched flakes. Of these, 549 

186 (81%) are chert, 18 (8%) are quartz, 18 (8%) are limestone, and 6 (3%) are exotic. 550 

Moderate levels of retouch occur in Layers 19–17; retouch then disappears entirely in Layers 551 

16–14, picks up again in Layers 13–11, before dropping to very low levels in Layers 10–7 552 

(Table 3; Fig. 13). Retouch becomes more frequent in Layers 6–5, and reaches its highest 553 

levels in Layers 4–1 (Table 3; Fig. 13).  554 

Retouched artifacts from Trenches 1, 3, and 4 were assigned to types and measured. 555 

Retouch is characterized by different artifact types through the sequence (Table 11). In 556 

Layers 19–17 large Levallois flakes were retouched (Fig. 14). In Layers 12–11 backed 557 

crescents appear alongside marginally retouched blades (Fig. 15). Backed artifacts then 558 

disappear from the record between Layers 10 and 7. In Layer 6–1 crescents reappear 559 

alongside trapezoidal and occasionally triangular backed forms (Fig. 15).  560 

Retouched flakes from Layers 19–17 are considerably larger than those from the rest of 561 

the sequence, with Mann-Whitney U tests indicating significant differences in size across 562 

weight, length, width, and thickness (Table 12). This pattern also holds true when backed 563 

artifacts are excluded (Table 12). Considering only those artifacts with retouch on the 564 

working edges (as opposed to the hafting modification of backing), these are significantly 565 

more frequent in Layers 19–17 (0.9%) than in the rest of the sequence (0.218%) for Trenches 566 

1, 3, and 4 (χ = 21.703, n = 27456, p < 0.00001). This holds true even when Layers 19–17 are 567 

compared to individual phases with relatively high proportions of retouch, such as Layers 12–568 

11 (0.439%) (χ = 4.234, n = 7170, p = 0.0396) and Layers 4–1 (0.3%) (χ = 6.546, n = 4233, p 569 

= 0.0105). 570 

 571 

4. Discussion 572 

4.1 The Panga ya Saidi lithic sequence in context 573 
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The three main knapped rock types from Panga ya Saidi were treated very differently by 574 

the site’s occupants. Limestone, which occurs in larger packages (>100 mm in maximum 575 

dimension) but produces less sharp edges than the other two materials, was usually knapped 576 

without applying more formal strategies: limestone Levallois and redirecting flakes are 577 

therefore scarce (Table 6). No assayed limestone clasts were found (Table 5), likely due to 578 

the high transport costs of large packages. Reduction intensity, as measured by scar density 579 

on the dorsal surface of large flakes, was low for limestone, perhaps because the availability 580 

of large packages meant that there was little need to maximize core use-lives (SOM Fig. S11; 581 

Table 6). Assayed clasts are almost all quartz (Table 5), probably due to the minimal costs of 582 

transporting small quartz pebbles from proximal sources. Bipolar flaking was used mostly on 583 

quartz, with over half of the larger quartz flakes being bipolar (Table 6), as this knapping 584 

strategy is well-suited to knapping small clasts (<50 mm in maximum dimension). Nearly all 585 

formal reduction strategies of Levallois and prismatic blades, as well as instances of platform 586 

preparation, were on chert (Tables 5 and 6): a material that produces very sharp edges and is 587 

available in medium-sized packages (50–100 mm in maximum dimension). Over 80% of 588 

artifacts selected for retouch are on chert; this material also has the highest proportion of 589 

redirecting flakes and the highest scar densities on the dorsal surfaces of large flakes (SOM 590 

Fig. S11). This manifests the utility of chert and the long reduction sequences chert packages 591 

underwent. The need to employ curation strategies may have arisen from the more distant 592 

provenance and relative scarcity of chert (Fig. 3). The rare exotic flakes are small, with high 593 

scar densities, and high proportions of platform preparation and retouch (Table 6). Exotics 594 

occur sporadically through the sequence in Layers 18, 15, 13–11, 8–7, and 1 (Fig. 4), with no 595 

evidence for a unidirectional trend in their presence or relative abundance.  596 

To contextualize the lithic technological changes at Panga ya Saidi, we examine the 597 

patterns in the stone artifact assemblage in relation to complementary evidence from other 598 
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classes of material culture and environmental proxies. Much of the Panga ya Saidi sequence 599 

conforms to expectations of a place provisioning or logistical mobility strategy in which the 600 

site was used as a long-term base camp and stone clasts were imported for on-site knapping, 601 

producing relatively high artifact densities and low rates of retouch (Barton and Riel-602 

Salvatore, 2014). This accords with the overall inference from the paleoenvironmental 603 

evidence of a persistent ecotonal environment around the site, suitable for long-term 604 

occupation (Roberts et al., 2020). There are three exceptions to this pattern, in the early, 605 

middle, and late parts of the sequence, which we discuss below.  606 

Table 13 summarizes the key attributes of the Panga ya Saidi lithic assemblage by 607 

occupation phase. The initial occupation at Panga ya Saidi (Layers 19–17, 78–72 ka, late MIS 608 

5), is typical of penecontemporaneous eastern African MSA (Blinkhorn and Grove, 2018; 609 

Tryon and Faith, 2013), with moderate sized Levallois cores, flakes, and retouched flakes 610 

(Figs. 10, 11, and 14). Although no bipolar cores were recovered, a few bipolar flakes (Table 611 

6) indicate the occasional use of this technique. Dorsal surfaces on large flakes have the 612 

highest proportion of non-parallel scars from anywhere in the sequence (Table 10), indicating 613 

centripetal reduction patterns and a lack of systematic blade production. Blades, manifesting 614 

themselves either as scars on cores or as elongated flakes, are rare (SOM Figs. S8 and S13). 615 

Retouched flakes are relatively common and include large Levallois pieces (Fig. 14), but no 616 

backed artifacts.  617 

While the technology of the initial occupation at Panga ya Saidi was not substantially 618 

different from contemporaneous and older sites in the region, the environmental setting of the 619 

site was distinct. A clayey sediment texture and a high diversity of terrestrial mollusc species 620 

in Layers 19–17 (78–72 ka, late MIS 5), indicate a humid, forested environment around 621 

Panga ya Saidi (Shipton et al., 2018). High magnetic susceptibility (χLF) values in Layer 18 622 

and the lower part of Layer 17 suggest deposition in conditions warmer than at any 623 
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subsequent point in the sequence (Fig. 16). The zooarchaeological assemblage of Layers 19–624 

17 is dominated by browser and frugivore species of bovids and primates, respectively, while 625 

isotopic analysis of a subset of these faunal elements shows a preference for forest and 626 

woodland habitats (Fig. 16; Roberts et al., 2020). This clear use of tropical forest resources 627 

sets Panga ya Saidi apart from other eastern African MSA sites (Blinkhorn and Grove, 2018), 628 

and indeed sites of this age in general (Roberts and Petraglia, 2015). Layers 19 and 18, with 629 

relatively high levels of retouch and artifact density, depart from the standard inverse 630 

relationship between these two parameters along which most Paleolithic assemblages vary 631 

(Barton and Riel-Salvatore, 2014). This pattern may reflect relatively intensive bouts of 632 

occupation within a broader residential mobility strategy, with the site perhaps used as a 633 

seasonal aggregation camp.   634 

Layer 17, particularly in its upper portion, is characterized by the lowest density of lithics 635 

in the sequence (Table 3), suggesting limited human occupation. At this stratigraphic level, 636 

magnetic susceptibility values show a rapid decline (Fig. 16) and the sediment becomes 637 

markedly sandier, culminating in a short-lived depositional hiatus between Layers 17 and 16. 638 

These signals are interpreted as evidence for cooling and drying at the MIS 5–4 transition 639 

(Shipton et al., 2018).  640 

Following this transition, Layers 16–13 (67–54 ka, MIS 4) show an increase in lithic 641 

density, corresponding with increasing magnetic susceptibility, increased charcoal frequency, 642 

and increased point counts of (largely human-mediated) biogenic material in 643 

micromorphology samples, suggesting generally more intensive occupation from this point 644 

upwards (Shipton et al., 2018). Other environmental proxies, such as coarser sediment 645 

overall, and higher and more varied mammal teeth stable isotope values (Fig. 16), indicate 646 

that a drier, more markedly ecotonal environment, including ample grassland presence, 647 

developed around the cave from Layer 16 (Roberts et al., 2020). The lowest magnetic 648 
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susceptibility measurements in Layer 16 followed by gradually increasing values during this 649 

period (Shipton et al., 2018) suggest warming climates through MIS 4, transitioning to more 650 

stable values at the transition to MIS 3 from Layer 13. Phytoliths, preserved from Layer 13 651 

upwards, confirm the ecotonal character of the environment around the cave in the upper part 652 

of the sequence, with consistent presence of grass, alongside palm and woody species 653 

(Shipton et al., 2018).   654 

Layer 16 at Panga ya Saidi sees the introduction of a marine shell (Conus sp.) bead, albeit 655 

thus far represented only by a single specimen (d'Errico et al., 2020; Fig. 16). Lithics in Layer 656 

16–13 (67–54 ka, MIS 4) are dramatically different from those in Layers 19–17 (78–72 ka, 657 

late MIS 5) across the parameters of reduction technology, rock type preferences, and size. 658 

The Layer 16–13 lithics show a marked increase in the use of bipolar technology relative to 659 

Layers 19–17, in terms of the proportion of both cores (Fig. 8) and large flakes (Table 6). 660 

This phase of occupation also evidences the appearance of prismatic blade technology and an 661 

increase in blade production, as indicated by the proportion of blade scars on cores, the 662 

elongation of large flakes, and the proportion of parallel dorsal scar patterns (Fig. 12; SOM 663 

Figs. S8, S9, S13; Table 10).  664 

The starkest contrast between Layers 16–13 and those below is the switch from limestone 665 

to quartz as the dominant material, and the concomitant reduction in artifact size (Fig. 16). 666 

This change in material types is abrupt, and the change in lithic size is statistically significant 667 

for overall debitage, quartz and chert debitage, complete flakes, and complete quartz and 668 

chert flakes (Fig. 6; Table 4). This indicates that it is not the material change per se that 669 

drives this change, but the shift to quartz and chert in combination with a preference for 670 

creating small flakes of those materials. Comparable dorsal scar densities on quartz and chert 671 

flakes longer than 25 mm from above and below this transition, as well as a weak relationship 672 
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between flake size and scar density, suggest that this difference in size is not primarily due to 673 

reduction intensity.  674 

The shift to quartz and chert and the reduction in size across the Layer 17–16 boundary, 675 

persist through the remainder of the sequence (Fig. 16). Quartz is the dominant material in 676 

Layers 16–5, with quartz and chert dominant in Layers 4–1 (Fig. 4). Debitage also remains 677 

relatively small from Layers 16–1 upwards. Particular artifact types, such as large flakes, 678 

Levallois flakes, or retouched flakes are all significantly smaller in length, width, thickness, 679 

platform width, and weight from Layer 16 upwards (SOM Fig. S12; Tables 7 and 12).  680 

Layer 14, an ashy loam, has the highest density of lithics in the MIS4 part of the sequence 681 

(Layers 16–13: 67–54 ka) (Table 3). Distinct peaks in magnetic susceptibility parameters in 682 

this layer point to heavy anthropogenic alteration (Shipton et al., 2018). In comparison to the 683 

rest of the sequence, Layer 14 has a low proportion of cores (Fig. 7) and no retouched flakes 684 

whatsoever (Fig. 14). Over 90% of the lithics from this layer were made on the most local 685 

material, quartz (Fig. 4). We suggest that this reflects a pronounced place provisioning 686 

strategy (Kuhn, 1992) under conditions of low mobility foraging: clasts were transported to 687 

the site and much reduction took place on site, resulting in many flakes being recovered for 688 

each core. The prevalence of the bipolar reduction strategy in this phase (Table 6) also 689 

suggests low levels of technological investment, with little need for standardization in tools 690 

that were only intended for local immediate use (Kuhn, 1995). Layer 14 has a higher 691 

terrestrial mollusc diversity than either of the two layers immediately preceding or 692 

succeeding it (Shipton et al., 2018), suggesting a relatively humid environment. Increased 693 

precipitation may have provided more surface water in the vicinity of the cave in this period, 694 

thereby making localized foraging a viable strategy.  695 

Layers 12 and 11 (54–48 ka, early MIS 3) have the highest density of lithics in the MIS 3 696 

part of the sequence (Table 3). However, in contrast to Layer 14, they have a very high 697 
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proportion of cores, a high proportion of retouched pieces, and more of the most distant 698 

material, chert, than any of the three layers immediately preceding and succeeding them 699 

(Figs. 4, 7, and 13). We suggest that this reflects a distinct person provisioning strategy 700 

(Kuhn, 1992), in which, under conditions of high mobility foraging, cores were curated, and 701 

much reduction took place off site, resulting in relatively few unretouched flakes being 702 

recovered for each core. Low proportions of cortical dorsal surfaces on large flakes (Table 9) 703 

also suggest high levels of core curation, while redirecting flakes indicate the deliberate 704 

prolonging of core use-lives (Table 6). Relatively high levels of retouch may also partly be 705 

attributed to the prolonging of use-life of some flakes. Many of the retouched pieces in 706 

Layers 12 and 11 are backed pieces (Fig. 16): standardized, predictable tool forms, that could 707 

be relied upon in longer distance foraging (Clarkson et al., 2018a). Levallois cores (Fig. 10) 708 

and high proportions of prepared platforms and Levallois flakes (Table 6) also indicate the 709 

use of formal reduction strategies to produce standardized products. Both retouch rates and 710 

lithic densities are high in Layers 12–11 (Table 3; Fig. 13), suggesting that, unlike much of 711 

the rest of the sequence, the site was used as a temporary camp in a person provisioning or 712 

residential mobility strategy during this period (Barton and Riel-Salvatore, 2014), but 713 

intensively so, perhaps as a seasonal aggregation site.  714 

Several variables indicate that Layers 12 and 11 (54–48 ka, early MIS 3) were deposited 715 

when the climate was at its driest and the landscape around Panga ya Saidi at its most open: 716 

Layers 12 and 11 have the highest proportion of open-country suids and large bovids, the 717 

highest stable carbon and oxygen isotope values, the lowest proportion of woody phytoliths, 718 

and the lowest terrestrial mollusk diversity in the sequence (Roberts et al., 2020; Shipton et 719 

al., 2018). Compared to the interior, conditions at Panga ya Saidi remained relatively mesic 720 

(Roberts et al., 2020), but this part of the sequence represents a local peak in the openness of 721 

the environmental setting. Under these drier conditions, the occupants of Panga ya Saidi may 722 
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have ranged over greater distances to access water sources, prey, and other resources. The 723 

Kilifi Creek would have been a river at this time and a key focus of the foraging landscape. 724 

Chert clasts available there and in eroding smaller streams in between possibly account for 725 

the increase in chert use at this time. It is widely accepted that backed artifacts in African 726 

archaeological contexts were associated with the use of compound tools and multistate 727 

weaponry such as the bow-and-arrow (Lombard, 2011; Lombard and Pargeter, 2008; 728 

Lombard and Phillipson, 2010; Villa et al., 2010; Wurz and Lombard, 2007). At Panga ya 729 

Saidi, the backed pieces from Layers 12 and 11 may have been used in such complex 730 

armatures to bring down the large bovids prevalent in this part of the sequence.  731 

Layer 10 (48–40 ka, mid MIS 3) maintains many of the formal aspects of lithic technology 732 

seen in Layers 12 and 11, such as Levallois and a high proportion of prepared platforms (Fig. 733 

11; Table 6). Backed artifacts are absent, however, and the proportion of cores is reduced. 734 

Carved osseous artifacts are present in the middle part of the sequence, Layers 10 to 7, where 735 

backing is absent (Fig. 16), perhaps partly representing a change in armature technology as 736 

one of the bone artifacts from Layer 9 has been interpreted as a broken arrow point (d'Errico 737 

et al., 2020).  738 

Layer 9 (40–29 ka, late MIS 3) represents a marked shift back to a place provisioning 739 

strategy, with over 90% of lithics being quartz (Fig. 4) and very little retouch (Fig. 13). The 740 

scarcity of chert is noteworthy, because, with falling sea-level in late MIS 3, fluvial incision 741 

and exposure of chert nodules likely increased. A high proportion of cortical dorsal surfaces, 742 

low scar densities, and the absence of old platforms (redirecting flakes) on large flakes 743 

suggest low levels of reduction intensity (Tables 6 and 10). A high proportion of bipolar 744 

flakes and crushed platforms, low proportions of platform preparation, and a complete 745 

absence of Levallois technology indicate informal reduction strategies (Tables 6 and 9). 746 

Layer 10 has yielded two carved suid tusks, possibly awls, and an engraved ocher crayon; 747 
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while Layer 9 contained notched bones and the earliest ostrich eggshell bead thus far 748 

documented in the sequence (Fig. 16; d'Errico et al., 2020). These contrasting assemblages of 749 

organic and symbolic artifacts correlate with the lithic technological differences between the 750 

layers, suggesting a significant cultural transition at this point in the sequence, although there 751 

is also continuity in the presence of Conus sp. beads.  752 

Layers 8 and 7 (29–20 ka, early MIS 2) contain two further examples of notched bones, as 753 

well as numerous ostrich eggshell beads which are found throughout the remaining upper part 754 

of the sequence (Fig. 16; d'Errico et al., 2020). These layers have the highest density of lithics 755 

in the sequence (Table 3) and represent a culmination of the place provisioning strategy in 756 

which the site was used as a long-term basecamp. Low proportions of cores and retouch 757 

(Figs. 7 and 13) indicate on site reduction, while low scar densities and high proportions of 758 

cortical dorsal surfaces indicate low levels of reduction intensity (Tables 6 and 10). Informal 759 

technology is manifest by the highest proportions of bipolar cores and flakes, and low 760 

proportions of prepared platforms on large flakes (Fig. 8; Tables 6 and 9). Flake elongation 761 

and the proportion of blade scars on cores rise in Layers 8–7, reflecting both bipolar blades 762 

and the reappearance of prismatic blade cores. 763 

The ostrich eggshell beads are particularly noteworthy in relation to mobility as ostriches 764 

are not endemic to the Nyali Coast, there is no evidence of on-site bead manufacture, and the 765 

beads are of multiple distinct types (d’Errico et al., 2020). The proliferation of these beads in 766 

Layers 9-7 coincides with lithic technological as well as faunal signatures for reduced 767 

mobility, suggesting the beads were being acquired not through ranging but by exchange. 768 

Interregional connections appear to increase as local mobility decreases; perhaps as the result 769 

of a more densely inhabited regional landscape (Tryon and Faith, 2016).   770 

Layers 6 and 5 (~14.5 ka, late MIS 2) document the reintroduction of backed artifacts, 771 

with the addition of new trapezoidal and triangular forms (Fig. 16). Rates of retouch begin to 772 
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climb in these layers while artifact densities fall (Fig. 13; Table 3), suggesting a shift away 773 

from the place provisioning strategy to increasing residential mobility (Barton and Riel-774 

Salvatore, 2014). Notably, marine subsistence resources are first imported in Layer 5 775 

alongside high proportions of chert, the source for which occurs between Panga ya Saidi and 776 

the coast (Fig. 3).  777 

In the final, Holocene layers (4-1) of the sequence, there are numerous backed artifacts 778 

(Fig. 16). The Holocene lithics see a marked person provisioning strategy with very high 779 

proportions of chert and retouch (Figs. 4 and 13), and, in the late Holocene Layers 3–1, a 780 

high proportion of cores (Fig. 7). High proportions of prepared platforms and low proportions 781 

of bipolar flakes and crushed platforms indicate more formal reduction (Tables 6 and 9). 782 

Environmental proxies indicate a return to warm, wet conditions at this time with increased 783 

values of magnetic susceptibility, lower stable isotope values (Fig. 16), high proportions of 784 

small bovids typical of closed habitats, and high proportions of woody phytoliths (Roberts et 785 

al., 2020; Shipton et al., 2018). Exploitation of marine mollusks for food becomes more 786 

intense in the Holocene layers, with the mobile occupants of the site likely exploiting the 787 

Kilifi Creek, which was flooded as a result of post-LGM sea level rise. With the exception of 788 

a single specimen in Layer 5, the Holocene sees the uptake of small manufactured marine 789 

disc beads, as well as several whole gastropod beads, further testifying to increasing coastal 790 

engagement (d'Errico et al., 2020). A reduction in lithic density (Table 3) and an increasing 791 

proportion of bats and rodents in the faunal remains (Roberts et al., 2020) suggest that people 792 

used the cave progressively less frequently in the late Holocene.  793 

 794 

4.2 Overview of the Panga ya Saidi sequence 795 

The Panga ya Saidi lithic sequence begins in late MIS 5 with lithic technology typical of 796 

the MSA, featuring Levallois, centripetal reduction, and large retouched flakes; it ends in the 797 
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recent past with technology typical of the LSA, featuring prismatic blade production and 798 

backed artifacts. In between, there are a variety of technological phases, some characterized 799 

by formal Levallois technology and others characterized by informal bipolar technology. We 800 

argue that the variation between these technological phases is best explained by shifts from 801 

person to place provisioning and changes in foraging mobility, in response to water 802 

availability and the shifting ecological affordances of the landscape around the cave. Backed 803 

artifacts first appear early in MIS 3 (54–48 ka), but then disappear from the sequence for tens 804 

of thousands of years. Similarly, systematic blade production first occurs in the 67–54 ka 805 

occupation phase, but then disappears for tens of thousands of years.  806 

The organic artifacts from Panga ya Saidi suggest a significant transition between Layers 807 

10 and 9 (~40 ka) from local coastal material culture such as Conus sp. beads, to items found 808 

elsewhere in Africa such as ostrich eggshell beads, notched bones, and bone points (d'Errico 809 

et al., 2020). The lithic technology suggests that this shift coincides with a reduction in 810 

mobility at Panga ya Saidi, with increased contact with neighboring groups a possible 811 

explanation for this. In the Holocene, marine-focused symbolism again comes to the fore, 812 

reflecting a shift in the focus of subsistence activity to the newly flooded Kilifi Creek 813 

Lagoon.  814 

In so far as data from one sequence allows us to assess demography through occupation 815 

intensity (Reynard and Henshilwood, 2018), the latter, as manifest through lithic density, 816 

reaches a nadir during the upper part of Layer 17 (~72 ka, MIS 5–4 transition). Magnetic 817 

susceptibility supports the inference of the lowest occupation intensity at this time, while this 818 

and other occupation intensity proxies, including sediment facies, relative abundance of 819 

putative human inputs in the sediment, the frequency of charcoal, and the ratio of probable 820 

prey species to cave resident bats, all suggest fluctuating but generally increasing occupation 821 

intensity from Layers 16–1 (Shipton et al., 2018).  822 
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The most significant change in the Panga ya Saidi lithic sequence is the shift from 823 

limestone to sharper quartz and chert as the dominant materials, and the reduction in size of 824 

those quartz and chert artifacts. Miniaturized lithics are first evident in Layer 16 where the 825 

earliest bead thus far recovered also comes from, suggesting wider behavioral changes, 826 

although larger sample sizes will be needed to test this (d'Errico et al., 2020). The transition 827 

occurs between Layer 17 dated to the end of MIS 5 (72 ka), and Layer 16, dated to MIS 4 (67 828 

ka). There is broad continuity in ecotonal mesic environments between Layers 19–17 and 16–829 

13, and indeed throughout the remainder of the sequence. Nevertheless, within this paradigm 830 

of a benign and stable environment, the upper part of Layer 17 and the transition into Layer 831 

16 potentially seems to represent a time of climatic perturbation and low occupation 832 

intensity; as indicated by a coarsening of the sediment, a drop off in magnetic susceptibility, 833 

and the lowest density of lithic artifacts. It is possible that these conditions were the prompt 834 

for the initial innovation of miniaturization. From Layer 16 onwards the Panga ya Saidi 835 

sequence is characterized by small and siliceous lithics, as well as increasingly intensive 836 

occupation and more regular instances of organic technology and symbolism (d'Errico et al., 837 

2020). We suggest that it is miniaturization rather than any particular reduction strategy or 838 

tool type, such as prismatic blade production or backed artifacts, that distinguishes the LSA 839 

from the MSA at Panga ya Saidi.  840 

 841 

4.3 The Middle to Later Stone Age lithic transition in eastern Africa and beyond 842 

We document the origin of LSA technologies at Panga ya Saidi in MIS 4, identifying the 843 

miniaturization of lithic technology as a key unidirectional change in a sequence of human 844 

behavior spanning MIS 5–1. Here, we explore how the trends in material use, artifact size, 845 

and typology observed at Panga ya Saidi compare to other early LSA sites. 846 
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Within eastern Africa, an early transition from the MSA to the LSA has been documented 847 

at several sites in the Rift Valley. The Mumba rockshelter (Tanzania; Fig. 1) sequence is 848 

dominated by quartz throughout its MSA and LSA layers. A shift to bipolar as the dominant 849 

mode of flaking and a reduction in artifact size occurred by at least 57 ka (Gliganic et al., 850 

2012), which has been taken to signal the transition from MSA to LSA (Eren et al., 2013). At 851 

the Nasera rockshelter (Tanzania; Fig. 1), a reduction in the size of non-bipolar cores, end-852 

scrapers and points across the MSA-LSA transition is recorded (Fig. 1; Tryon and Faith, 853 

2016). At Olduvai Gorge (Tanzania; Fig. 1), the early LSA has also been suggested to date to 854 

at least 57 ka (Skinner et al., 2003), with the transition from the MSA characterized by a shift 855 

from basalt to finer-grained chert, quartz, and obsidian as the dominant materials, and a 856 

reduction in lithic size (Leakey et al., 1972). Further north in the Rift Valley, the site of 857 

Enkapune ya Muto (Kenya; Fig. 1) preserves one of the oldest and longest LSA sequences in 858 

eastern Africa (Ambrose, 1998). Here, the initial LSA industry, dated to early MIS 3, was 859 

made on obsidian. With respect to the nearby MIS 5 obsidian dominated MSA site of 860 

Marmonet Drift, the initial LSA at Enkapune ya Muto shows a significant reduction in 861 

artifact size (Slater, 2016).  862 

Levallois technologies are prominently associated with MSA industries in eastern Africa, 863 

but also occur in a number of LSA assemblages. In the early MIS 3 levels at Panga ya Saidi, 864 

miniaturized Levallois cores and flakes are a prominent feature of the assemblage. At 865 

Lukenya Hill (Kenya; Fig. 1), there is a pre-LGM ‘micro-Levallois’ industry, also 866 

characterized by recurrent centripetal knapping, small Levallois flakes, and small non-867 

Levallois cores (Tryon et al., 2015).  868 

In the Horn of Africa, at Goda Buticha (Ethiopia; Fig. 1), smaller debitage size helps to 869 

distinguish a Holocene LSA assemblage from an MSA assemblage of MIS 3 age (Pleurdeau 870 

et al., 2014). Across the MSA-LSA transition at Midishi 2 (Somalia; Fig. 1) there is overall 871 
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continuity in tool and core types, but a reduction in size in all classes of stone artifact (Brandt 872 

and Gresham, 1990). At Mochena Borago (Ethiopia; Fig. 1), backed artifacts occur alongside 873 

small obsidian flakes throughout a sequence that dates back as far as 53 ka (Brandt et al., 874 

2017), and which could be regarded as the early LSA of the region. 875 

MSA populations already exploited some of the highly siliceous material types that 876 

dominate LSA assemblages, indicating that change in material use alone is not a sufficient 877 

index with which to track the MSA-LSA transition. However, all sites in eastern Africa that 878 

are notable for early manifestations of LSA industries show evidence of a distinct reduction 879 

in artifact size. This supports the assertion that the key unidirectional change in artifact size 880 

and material at Panga ya Saidi is an important marker for the emergence of LSA industries. 881 

Despite this common theme in changing artifact size across the earliest LSA industries of 882 

eastern Africa, technological and typological changes are typically cited as indicators of the 883 

LSA. Taken in isolation, no single technological or typological trait consistently distinguishes 884 

the MSA and LSA at Panga ya Saidi. However, when constellations of traits are compared 885 

across eastern African assemblages, Layers 19–17 are classified as MSA assemblages, while 886 

Layers 16 and above fall are classified as LSA assemblages (Grove and Blinkhorn, 2020). 887 

The co-occurrence of three traits in particular were found to be useful in discriminating the 888 

MSA and LSA at a regional level: bipolar, blades, and backing.  We discuss each of these 889 

below.   890 

At both Mumba and Nasera, the dominance of bipolar technologies has been highlighted 891 

as a key change in reduction behavior associated with the earliest LSA (Eren et al., 2013; 892 

Tryon and Faith, 2016). This shift parallels the proliferation of bipolar knapping in the MIS 4 893 

layers at Panga ya Saidi. However, given that not every post-MIS 5 layer at Panga ya Saidi is 894 

dominated by it, we suggest that the shift to bipolar technology at Panga ya Saidi and 895 

elsewhere is driven by an underlying preference for small, sharp flakes: bipolar flaking is 896 
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well suited to knapping the small clasts in which very fine-grained materials such as quartz 897 

and chert are often available (Hiscock, 2015; Pargeter and Eren, 2017).  898 

The initial LSA at Enkapune ya Muto represents one of the earliest examples of prismatic 899 

blade production in eastern Africa (Ambrose, 1998). In a review of miniaturized industries 900 

across the world, Pargeter and Shea (2019) found that systematic blade production is a 901 

common but not universal feature, with blades providing the advantage of a relatively long, 902 

straight cutting edge on a small tool. In both India and Sri Lanka for example, miniaturization 903 

is a key feature of assemblages in the last 50 ka, but only in the former is there systematic 904 

blade production (Clarkson et al., 2018b; Clarkson et al., 2020; Lewis et al., 2014; Mishra et 905 

al., 2013; Perera, 2010; Petraglia et al., 2009; Wedage et al., 2019; Wedage et al., 2020). The 906 

evidence from Panga ya Saidi supports this close, but decoupled relationship, with systematic 907 

blade production an early yet intermittent feature of the miniaturized LSA sequence.  908 

The early backed artifacts at Panga ya Saidi in Layers 12 and 11 date from ~50 ka. At 909 

Mumba, backed artifacts occur from around the same time (Diez-Martín et al., 2009; Gliganic 910 

et al., 2012); and at Enkapune ya Muto they occur from this time or earlier (Ambrose, 1998). 911 

Ethnographic evidence and archaeological cases of exceptional preservation suggest that 912 

backed artifacts were primarily components of compound complex projectiles, such as bow-913 

and-arrows and harpoons (Clark, 1975; Larsson et al., 2017; Lombard and Phillipson, 2010; 914 

Rudner, 1979; Tomasso et al., 2018). At Panga ya Saidi, the early backed artifacts are 915 

associated with larger and more open country bovid taxa (Fig. 16), perhaps because of their 916 

use in hunting such prey. At Nasera rockshelter, backed artifacts become more common 917 

during the LGM when open country bovids such as Damaliscus replace closed-habitat 918 

species, suggested to reflect the utility of bow-and-arrow hunting from a greater distance in 919 

more open environments (Tryon and Faith, 2016).  920 
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Backed artifacts have been characterized as the functional equivalent of disposable razor 921 

blades, their standardized shape making them readily replaceable without the need for 922 

replacing the entire tool (Ambrose, 2010). Miniaturized lithics in general might be regarded 923 

as a broader class of disposable tool, intended for short-term use and replacement, rather than 924 

curation. Some support for this hypothesis comes from an experimental study which found 925 

that stone tool sharpness drops rapidly upon use (Key et al., 2018). Highly siliceous materials 926 

such as chert and quartz, have the advantage of being initially sharper, but do not hold their 927 

edges as well as coarser-grained rock (Key et al., 2020). For tasks that require particularly 928 

sharp edges, it may be better to use more siliceous rocks and make many small disposable 929 

edges, rather than fewer longer, more durable edges. Short use-lives of individual lithics may 930 

explain why levels of retouch on the working edge are significantly lower in the miniaturized 931 

LSA than in the MSA, both at Panga ya Saidi and at sites in the Rift Valley (Slater, 2016). At 932 

Panga ya Saidi (d'Errico et al., 2020) and elsewhere in eastern Africa (Langley et al., 2016), 933 

osseous carving was often done with multiple unretouched flakes, indicating one function of 934 

miniaturized lithics and providing a link with the carved osseous artifacts associated with the 935 

LSA.  936 

Beyond eastern Africa, there is some suggestion that the MSA-LSA transition follows a 937 

similar pattern of miniaturization. In southern Africa, an early MSA-LSA transition has been 938 

documented at Border Cave (Villa et al., 2012). There, ~43 ka, there was a shift from 939 

relatively large lithics made through freehand percussion of microcrystalline rhyolite, to 940 

small flakes produced through bipolar knapping of quartz and chalcedony. An emphasis on 941 

bipolar reduction characterizes early LSA assemblages in general in southern Africa 942 

(Bousman and Brink, 2018). At Uhmlatuzana and Rose Cottage Cave, the initial LSA is 943 

distinguished from the MSA by the increased use of bipolar flaking of quartz clasts and a 944 
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reduction in artifact size (McCall and Thomas, 2009). Likewise, MSA and LSA layers at Erb 945 

Tanks Rockshelter are distinguished by the contrast in lithic size (McCall et al., 2011).  946 

In the Congo basin of central Africa, LSA assemblages are characterized by bipolar 947 

knapping of quartz (Mercader and Brooks, 2001; Van Noten, 1977). Farther west, Shum Laka 948 

Rockshelter in Cameroon, shows production of small quartz flakes from the last 30 ka until 949 

the middle Holocene (Cornelissen, 2003). LSA occupations further west are similarly 950 

dominated by the knapping of small quartz flakes (Chenorkian, 1983; MacDonald, 1997; 951 

Shaw and Daniels, 1984).  952 

The Panga ya Saidi lithic sequence shares many features with other MSA-LSA eastern 953 

African sites. The emphasis on bipolar knapping in MIS 4 and MIS 2 also occurs at Mumba 954 

and Nasera; early blade production occurs at Enkapune ya Muto; and both Enkapune ya Muto 955 

and Mumba have backed artifacts from early MIS 3. Nevertheless, at Panga ya Saidi, none of 956 

these traits represent unidirectional changes; instead, they occur recurrently within the 957 

context of an overarching unidirectional shift to miniaturized lithics 72–67 ka.  958 

Paleoclimate records from lakes on nearby Mount Kilimanjaro offer contradictory 959 

perspectives on the MIS 5–4 transition, with that from Lake Challa suggesting a moist 960 

climate throughout (Moernaut et al., 2010), while that from Lake Maundi points to a ~70 ka 961 

drought (Schüler et al., 2012). While a short-lived environmental perturbation may have 962 

prompted the initial switch to miniaturization at Panga ya Saidi, the subsequent innovations 963 

through MIS 4–1 are set against an environmental backdrop of a persistent tropical forest 964 

ecotone. Several African paleoenvironmental records indicate that the continent as a whole 965 

was characterized by greater climatic stability after 70 ka (Lamb et al., 2018), but these differ 966 

in directionality, with records from Kilimanjaro and Lake Malawi indicating more 967 

precipitation (Moernaut et al., 2010; Scholz et al., 2007; Schüler et al., 2012; Stone et al., 968 

2011), while those from offshore west Africa, Lake Victoria, and the lower Nile indicate less 969 
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precipitation (Beverly et al., 2017; Davies et al., 2015; Stager et al., 2011). Panga ya Saidi 970 

appears to conform to the latter pattern, with relatively drier environments during the Last 971 

Glacial Period, while its mesic coastal location seems to have buffered it from the extremes 972 

of aridity in MIS 2 (Shipton et al., 2018; Roberts et al., 2020).  973 

Lithic miniaturization across the MSA-LSA transition is a feature not just of Panga ya 974 

Saidi, but also of MSA-LSA sequences across eastern Africa and other regions of the 975 

continent. We suggest that lithic miniaturization may be a key distinguishing feature of the 976 

LSA throughout Africa, representing a new mode of lithic use in which edge sharpness was 977 

prioritized over longevity. This disposable razor theory of the LSA (Ambrose, 2010), likely 978 

involved new functions for stone tools, as well as new multi-component ways of hafting.  979 

 980 

5. Conclusions 981 

The transition from the MSA to the LSA is one of the most significant changes in behavior 982 

in later human evolution. It has been suggested to represent a key genetic, cognitive, or 983 

demographic change that may have led to major human dispersals (Klein, 2002; Rito et al., 984 

2019; Tryon and Faith, 2016). Recent reviews stress the variable nature of this transition 985 

across Africa (Will et al., 2019a) and even within eastern Africa (Tryon, 2019), and thus the 986 

need for contextualization. Panga ya Saidi, with a particularly long Late Pleistocene human 987 

occupation sequence directly associated with environmental proxies, provides an opportunity 988 

to address hypotheses of the MSA-LSA transition. 989 

Stone artifact features that have been seen as important markers of the LSA elsewhere, 990 

including systematic blade production and backed microliths, are present at Panga ya Saidi 991 

under particular conditions of mobility and paleoenvironment; however, they are not 992 

universal features of the LSA record. An emphasis on bipolar flaking and a low percentage of 993 

retouch characterizes much of the sequence, but not the Holocene. The organic artifact 994 
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sequence suggests an important transition with the introduction of ostrich eggshell beads, 995 

bone points, and notched bones ~40 ka, but these do not coincide with any lithic 996 

technological markers of the LSA (Fig. 16). The clearest unidirectional shift at Panga ya 997 

Saidi is to small, fine-grained flakes, evident from 67 ka. 998 

In contrast to the limestone lithics in MIS 5, fine-grained quartz and chert dominate in all 999 

layers of the Panga ya Saidi sequence from MIS 4 onwards. Post-MIS 5 lithics from the site 1000 

are smaller by all measures (mean debitage weight, the surface area of large chert and quartz 1001 

flakes, and individual dimensions of Levallois and retouched flakes). Levels of scar density 1002 

are comparable between the MSA industry of late MIS 5 age and later industries, suggesting 1003 

that miniaturization was not primarily driven by higher reduction intensity. Across the Layer 1004 

17–16 transition, the reduction in size of debitage and complete flakes notably applies only to 1005 

chert and quartz, not to limestone. This indicates that the derived shift to more siliceous 1006 

materials was accompanied by a change in size preference for those materials in particular. 1007 

Lower levels of retouch on the working edge in the Layer 16–1 lithics provide a further clue 1008 

as to what may be driving this change: the prioritization of sharpness over edge durability. 1009 

The widespread occurrence of miniaturization in the MSA-LSA transition elsewhere in 1010 

eastern Africa and further afield, suggests that miniaturized lithics might be a key diagnostic 1011 

feature of the LSA in general.  1012 

Panga ya Saidi is thus far the earliest documented site where a unilinear shift towards 1013 

miniaturization persists well into the Holocene. The evidence from the site indicates novel 1014 

behavior prior to miniaturization, as the MSA occupation occurs in an unusual low-altitude, 1015 

humid, tropical forest setting. The end of MIS 5 saw the manifestation of broader climate 1016 

change at the site, with sedimentary and magnetic susceptibility evidence for drier and cooler 1017 

conditions, likely fashioning a more open, mosaic landscape in the vicinity of the cave. A 1018 

possible corollary of environmental change during the MIS 5–4 transition may have been that 1019 
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water sources in the limestone terrain around Panga ya Saidi became scarcer and/or less 1020 

dependable to human foragers (and their prey). Lithic density was extremely low at this time, 1021 

perhaps indicating a population under stress. These conditions seem to have prompted the 1022 

initial switch to miniaturization, with such lithics evident from MIS 4, alongside a new 1023 

depositional regime recording increasingly intensive human occupation.  1024 

While changes at Panga ya Saidi across the MIS 5–4 transition parallel important changes 1025 

at this time in southern Africa (Jacobs et al., 2008), there is no sense in which the changes in 1026 

the two regions are homologous. Thus the innovation of miniaturization does not appear to 1027 

have been introduced to eastern Africa via a hypothesized dispersal from the south (Rito et 1028 

al., 2019). Nor is there any evidence for a common coastal adaptation between the regions 1029 

(Will et al., 2019b), given the absence of marine subsistence until after the LGM at Panga ya 1030 

Saidi (Shipton et al., 2018). The occupation of a unique environment for eastern Africa 1031 

suggests ecological range expansion in the MIS5 MSA (Blinkhorn and Grove, 2018). To the 1032 

extent that we can discern palaeodemography from the occupation intensity of a single site, 1033 

the Panga ya Saidi record suggests that innovations such as backing may have taken place in 1034 

the context of increased population density (Archer, 2021), with the hunting of larger prey a 1035 

probable functional reason for the technology. However, the initial switch to miniaturization 1036 

occurred when occupation intensity was very low, with a relatively short-lived climatic 1037 

perturbation at the MIS 5–4 transition potentially spurring the innovation. The range of 1038 

functions that miniaturized LSA toolkits were employed for is not yet clear. Sharpness seems 1039 

to have been the paramount consideration—with new, single-cut and multiple component 1040 

ways of using stone tools (Ambrose, 2010; Slater, 2016), perhaps explaining the dominance 1041 

of miniaturization in the LSA at Panga ya Saidi and across Africa.  1042 
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 1393 

Figure captions 1394 

Figure 1. The location of Panga ya Saidi (PYS) and other sites mentioned in the text relative 1395 

to present day ecological zones of Africa (Olson et al., 2001).  1396 

Figure 2. A) Location of the Panga ya Saidi excavation within the cave. The main excavation 1397 

includes Trenches 1 and 3-8, while Trench 2 is situated in a different chamber. B) Panga ya 1398 

Saidi Trench 4 west, north, and east sections at the end of excavation. Layer numbers are 1399 

shown on the right section and Bayesian modeled ages are shown between the north and east 1400 

sections. Rocks are shown in light gray and termite galleries in black. 1401 

Figure 3. Satellite image of Panga ya Saidi and surrounding region showing the nearest 1402 

sources of the three main rock types used for knapping at the site, as well as the perennial 1403 
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river that provides the nearest permanent fresh water source, and the Kilifi Creek lagoon that 1404 

is the nearest (marginal) marine environment.  1405 

Figure 4. Distribution of lithic materials by layer at Panga ya Saidi. The small quantity of 1406 

exotic materials are shown in purple. Note that limestone is dominant at the beginning of the 1407 

sequence (Layers 17–19) but drops off significantly between Layers 17 and 16, with quartz 1408 

dominating the middle of the sequence, and quartz and chert dominating the upper four 1409 

layers.  1410 

Figure 5. Mean debitage weight in grams in the Panga ya Saidi sequence by layer. Note the 1411 

drop between Layers 17 and 16 that is then consistently maintained through the rest of the 1412 

sequence. 1413 

Figure 6. Violin plot of lithic debitage weight for Layers 18–15 at Panga ya Saidi. Note the 1414 

reduction in weight between Layers 17 and 16.  1415 

Figure 7. Percentage of cores in the Panga ya Saidi sequence by layer. Note the peaks in 1416 

Layers 16, 13–11, and 3–1. 1417 

Figure 8. Proportion of core types by layer in Trenches 1, 3, and 4 in the Panga ya Saidi 1418 

sequence. Sample sizes are shown at the bottom of each column. 1419 

Figure 9. Examples of bipolar cores from Panga ya Saidi: A) quartz core from Layer 9; B) 1420 

quartz core from Layer 4; C) chert core from Layer 5; D) limestone core from Layer 9. Scale 1421 

bar 1 cm. 1422 

Figure 10. Examples of chert Levallois cores from Panga ya Saidi: A) recurrent Levallois 1423 

bidirectional core from Layer 3; B) recurrent unidirectional Levallois core from Layer 5; C) 1424 

Levallois core from Layer 19; D, E) recurrent centripetal Levallois cores from Layer 11. 1425 

Scale bar 1 cm. 1426 
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Figure 11. A selection of Levallois flakes from Panga ya Saidi: A) chert Levallois blade from 1427 

Layer 4; B) chert Levallois flake from Layer 5; C, D, F) chert Levallois flakes from Layer 10; 1428 

E) large limestone Levallois flake from Layer 19. Scale bars 1 cm. 1429 

Figure 12. Violin plot of large flake elongation for Layers 12 to 19 of Panga ya Saidi Trench 1430 

4. The reference line is at 2.2. 1431 

Figure 13. Proportion of Panga ya Saidi lithics that are retouched pieces in each layer. 1432 

Figure 14. Retouched Levallois flakes from Panga ya Saidi: A) retouched along much of 1433 

both margins on the dorsal surface, as well as intermittently on the ventral surface, from 1434 

Layer 19; B) marginally retouched blade from Layer 12; C) marginally retouched on the 1435 

proximal lateral edges, Layer 17. Scale bar 1 cm.  1436 

Figure 15. Backed and ventrally retouched artifacts from Panga ya Saidi Layers 12–1: A) 1437 

triangle from Layer 3; B, C) crescents from Layer 4; D) crescent from Layer 6; E) triangle 1438 

from Layer 5; F, G) crescents from Layer 12; H, I) crescents from Layer 11; J) broken 1439 

ventrally retouched piece from Layer 11. Scale bar 1 cm. 1440 

Figure 16. Selected environmental and lithic variables by layer(s) through the Panga ya Saidi 1441 

sequence. From left to right: magnetic susceptibility (mean N χlf); the proportion of browsers 1442 

and grazers in the macromammal remains, excluding hyrax (NISP); mammal teeth stable 1443 

isotope values (δ13C); mean lithic debitage weight (g); the proportion of lithic material types; 1444 

key artifacts types (from top to bottom: a Levallois point; a bipolar core; a backed crescent; a 1445 

notched bone, broken bone point, and tusk awl; backed triangles); shell bead types (Conus, 1446 

Volvarina, Struthio, and ground marine shell). 1447 
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 1449 


